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The best glasses for driving - Reach your
destination safely
Every time we drive, our eyes are called on to do
some heavy lifting: seeing in poor light, blinding
sunlight, fog or on wet or reﬂective roads - not to
forget the many other road users, signs and
information they have to note. However, the right
eyeglass lenses can turn even long and frequent
drives into pleasant and, most importantly, safe
journeys. But what makes the ideal pair of driving
glasses?
Every time we drive, our eyes are called on to do some heavy lifting: seeing in poor light,
blinding sunlight, fog or on wet or reﬂective roads - not to forget the many other road
users, signs and information they have to note. However, the right eyeglass lenses can
turn even long and frequent drives into pleasant and, most importantly, safe journeys.
But what makes the ideal pair of driving glasses?

Poor vision is one of the greatest safety risks when driving
Eyeglass lenses for driving are far more than a fashionable accessory: they help us see better,
increase road safety, relax our eyes and protect against harmful radiation amongst other things.
Studies have shown that many drivers have poor vision. It is one of the main causes of road
accidents and a risk every driver can reduce easily. As a result, regular eye examinations by an eye
doctor and, if necessary, customized vision aids are essential for every driver. Experts recommend
that adults have their eyes tested at least once every two years, even if they do not have any

 Login

obvious problems with their vision. Even if you do not have existing or known problems with your
eyes, eye examinations are recommended every 2-3 years for anyone over 40 and every 1-2 years
for anyone over 65. This helps your eye doctor diagnose the onset of presbyopia early.

The ZEISS Online Vision Check
How well do you see contrast and colors? Check
your vision quickly and easily here!
Start the eye test now!

Good vision when driving is based on a combination of
various factors
Good vision when driving depends on a variety of factors. We have to be able to see without glare
and reﬂections, but also clearly and with contrast at night. Another important point is the eyeglass
frames, which can block some areas of vision if they ﬁt poorly or slip frequently if they are not held
in place correctly. Starting at the age of 40, drivers may also suﬀer from the onset of presbyopia
which gradually causes vision to deteriorate. The right eyeglass lenses and well-ﬁtted eyeglass
frames help with every one of these vision requirements. The ideal driving glasses provide eﬀective
protection against glare with an appropriate f anti-reﬂective coating and f polarized or
f tinted lenses - for presbyopia, progressive lenses should accommodate typical shifts in focus

while driving.

1. Essential for driving eyeglass lenses - an optimum coating
A number of light sources can aﬀect our vision when driving such as bright sunlight, headlights,
stray light from the street lamps and reﬂections on eyeglasss or the windscreen. Eyeglass lenses
without an anti-reﬂective coating can cause vision problems due to distracting reﬂections, for
example on wet roads and oncoming traﬃc. This is an additional safety risk, even for drivers with
perfect vision. Eyeglass lenses with a special coating – such as the coating for DriveSafe lenses from
ZEISS – are recommended for drivers who often have to drive at twilight and at night, as they
provide the most relaxing and glare-free vision available.

2. Additional protection with polarizing ﬁlters - More contrast and
less glare
Reﬂections, whether from metal surfaces or water on the road, can pose an additional risk with
standard eyeglass lenses, no matter what the season. The reﬂected light is routed in a speciﬁc
direction and causes unpleasant glare. Polarizing eyeglass lenses oﬀer additional safety in these
situations. Polarization ﬁlters the light, reducing the dangerous reﬂections wet roads or snow can
produce. At the same time, a special tint for the eyeglass lenses improves contrast and perception
of colors. This allows you to see oncoming vehicles earlier and more clearly no matter what the
visibility.
Please note that polarizing lenses may impair your ability to see certain dashboard displays. It is
best to check before purchase.

3. More than just a cosmetic eﬀect - Lens tints add comfort
Certain tint colors can be particularly pleasant for driving. Brown or grey tints help you identify light
signals like traﬃc lights or brake lights in milliseconds, indirectly improving reaction times. Tip:

tinted lenses with color gradients give you a better view of the instrument panel, as they become
brighter towards the bottom edge.

4. No chance for dust and dirt on eyeglass lenses - For clear vision
when it counts
Whether you suﬀer from irritated eyes from heated air in winter or cutting headwinds in a
convertible, there are many options to help you reach your destination without strained eyes, no
matter what the weather. For example, certain frame types oﬀer additional protection against dust
particles or small insects. Plus: state-of-the-art lens coatings, a hard coating or
®
®
f DuraVision Platinum or f DuraVision DriveSafe from ZEISS not only repel water and dirt but
are much harder than previous solutions. They eﬀectively protect eyeglass lenses against scratches
and other damaging environmental inﬂuences. Keeping your glasses in a case when you're not
wearing them oﬀers additional protection.
Do not leave your glasses in your car for long periods of time. High temperatures and temperature
ﬂuctuations can damage eyeglass lenses.

5. Innovative technology makes the best progressive lenses for
driving
Measurements conducted by the FKFS* Institute on behalf of ZEISS showed that we look at the road
ahead and at oncoming traﬃc for an average of 97% of our overall driving time. Who would have
thought the average would be so high? However, our eyes also have other tasks to perform: they
need to rapidly shift focus between the side mirrors, the rear-view mirror and the dashboard. This is
usually no problem for young drivers, but from the age of 35-40 onwards our eyes are no longer
able to adapt, or "accommodate" as the experts say, to diﬀerent distances as quickly as they could
in younger years. We require special f progressive lenses to overcome this obstacle. For driving
purposes, the intermediate and distance zones of progressive lenses must be particularly large to
enable us to refocus quickly when our eyes move between the road ahead and the dashboard with
minimal head movement.
Progressive lenses can also be optimized for driving. The new lens design from f ZEISS DriveSafe
meets your driving needs and will give you a new feeling of conﬁdence. The usual rule applies: the
more exactly a lens is ﬁtted to the wearer's needs, the more comfortable it is. Progressive lenses are
like a tailor-made suit: they're so precisely ﬁtted that the adaptation period is kept at an absolute
minimum. Eyeglasss with DriveSafe progressive lenses are not just suitable for driving but are perfect
for day-to-day use.

6. Sharpest vision even at night with i.Scription spectacle lenses for
driving
More people have problems seeing when f driving at night and at twilight than in normal light.
Vision aids designed for daytime vision, with smaller pupils, may not be suﬃcient. The i.Proﬁler® by
ZEISS, a special eye measurement device based on the innovative wave-front technology, measures
the eyes with wide-open pupils, similar to night vision situations. Then i.Scription®
technology allows these measurements to be incorporated in the production of the eyeglass lenses.
You get eyeglass lenses for sharper vision at night and safer driving along with better color and
contrast perception.

7. Choosing eyeglass frames for driving - What do I have to bear in
mind?
Eyeglass frames makes an important contribution to achieving a perfect result. The frame and
temples should be as slim as possible and join at the top edge. This prevents the eyeglass frames
from impeding the ﬁeld of vision when driving. The larger the lenses, the fewer head movements
are needed to check the rear-view and side mirrors. Eyeglass frames with curved eyeglass lenses
help to reduce distracting incident light at the sides. The frames should also sit comfortably and
securely on the nose to ensure that the glasses remain in place even during rapid head movements.
Custom ﬁtting is also the key here, otherwise you might suﬀer from headaches or eye pain – and
not just when you wear your glasses for a long period of time.
Lenses optimized for your vision needs behind the wheel also make driving more comfortable –
even in poor light conditions such as in rain, snow, twilight conditions or darkness. The feeling of
glare from the headlights of oncoming traﬃc or the stray light from streetlights can be reduced.
Special technologies and coatings make this possible.

My Vision Proﬁle
Determine your personal visual habits now and
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Check your Vision Profile now!
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